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Ballot to include vote on increased school funds
By Rima Shah
Datly Staff Edstor
A proposition to increase construction funding for California public
schools, including the California State
University system, to ease overcrowding and improve infrastructure is on
the ballot for the Nov. 5 general elections.
The proposition is known as
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"Kindergarten through University
Public Education Facilities Bond Act
of 2002." If passed, it will allow the
state to issue $13.05 billion of general
obligation bonds for the construction
and renovation of K-12 schools and
higher education facilities, according
to the California official voter information guide.
Just over $11 billion of the bonds
will go to K-12 school facilities, and

HERITAGE WEEK

SJSU groups
seek to
improve
campus life

$1.65 billion will go to higher education facilities, according to ale guide.
If approved, Proposition 47 will fund
construction of new classrooms, modernization of eicisting school facilities,
seismic upgrades and high-tech
equipment installations necessary to
accommodate increasing student
enrollment in public education from
kindergarten through the university
level, according to Clara Potes-Fellow,

spokeswoman for the CSU system.
Mark Johnson, an electrical engineering senior at San Jose State
University, said although he feels the
school can carry on as it is, he thinks
the school system needs more fund-

student volume increases though, it’s
not going to be sufficient. Quite a few
classes are impacteri and overenrolled."
Johnson said many students in his
department find it hard to register for
classes because the classrooms are
either too small or there are not
enough teachers.
’The CSU system currently has over
370, 000 students with 130,000 addi-

I think we’re (SJSU) old, but I think
we can deal with that," Johnson said.
"I think we can make do with facilities. It’s not holding us back, but if the

tional students expected at its 23 campuses by the end of the decade,
according to the CSU system and
Potes-Fellow.
Potes-Fellow said the bond is the
only way the CSU system can accommodate new enrollment and provide
better facilities for students. She said
the new construction would also help
provide jobs.

See PROP 47, page 8

Air bag does job in ear accident
ILA

By Lea Blevins and Allison M. Foley
Daily Staff Writers
A lack of community feeling on campus has begun to
affect students and the organizations they participate in,
students say.
"I usually leave on the weekend because it’s a ghost
town here," said Jon Sainsbury, a freshman aviation
major who lives in the dorms.
While this opinion may be a common one, it may not
reflect the feelings of all the members of the campus
community.
Since a large majority of San Jose State University students commute to campus, their attitude is "I go to class,
and I’m out of here," said Sister Marcia Krause, director
of the Catholic Campus Ministry.
Some students said they also felt this way.
"It just seems like a bunch of commuters go to this
school," Sainsbury said.
Aaron Baskin, president of the Jewish Student Union,
said activities that take place in the evening may be difficult for commuters because they would have to return
to the campus.
Members of campus organizations have a different
take on this.
"The student population is not centralized like at
other universities, but that does not mean that SJSU
lacks a community feel," said Robert Urban froin the
Geology Club. "I think there is a sense of communini"
Some club members said the organizations strive to
form smaller communities within the larger campus
community.
"Kappa Delta tries to make a home for these students
instead of making it just a come-and-go environment,"
said Erica Porras, president of Kappa Delta Sorority.
Other members of organizations said they share this
philosophy.
"We try our best to make a community, at least among
the Jewish students," Baskin said.
Dorm residents experience the campus community on
a daily basis, they said.
Brian Spencer, a freshman psychology major, said resident advisers in the dorms occasionally organize trips to
places such as Alcatraz Island but only allow a certain
number of people to sign up on a first come, first served
basis.Other students are unable to attend because of the
limited number of rces.
"It’s not like they re trying to incorporate everybody;
it’s just whoever signs up first," Spencer said.
He also said activities available to larger amounts of
students, such as those organized by the Dinity
Commons, often have law attendance because they dont
interest students as much.
Some students said they create their own sense of community.
Sec HERITAGE,
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Officer Greg Sancier of the San Jose police department approaches the scene of a car accident that occurred around 3:20 p.m on
place on Fifth and San Salvador streets, in front of Duncan Hall.
By Saadia Malik
Daily Staff Writer
An air bag deployed in a car thatcollided into
another in front of Duncan Hall at San Salvador
and Fifth streets Tuesday afternoon at about
3:30 p.m., saving the driver from possible
injuries, according to the driver.
Judy Su, a graduate student in child development, said when the air bag of her red two-door
Honda deployed, she suffered a scraped upper
lip and bruised left thumb.
"The air bag really helped because it pushed
me back," she said.
Su said she was driving east on San Salvador
when she crashed into a two-door black convertible Ford Mustang that was driving west and
turning left on Fifth Street.
"All of a sudden, the black car turned right in
front of me," said Su, who said she was on her
way home to Sunnyvale.
"I stepped on the brake, but I couldn’t stop fast
enough, and we smacked into each other.
Everything happened so fast."
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San Jose police and tire department officers
were on the scene after Su said she used her cell
phone to call 9-1-1 immediately following the
accident. Officer Greg Sancier of SJPD said he
gave the driver of the Mustang a citation for
making an illegal left turn.
According to Sancier, a car had stopped on
San Salvador to wait for traffic to subside before
turning left, when the Mustang maneuvered
around the car to try to tum left as well.
Both vehicles’ front bumpers were damaged,
and the hood of the Mustang came off. Both
cars were towed away.
The driver of the Mustang, also an SJSU student, declined to comment.
Judy Su, a graduate student studying for
her teacher’s credential, listens to a San
Jose firefighter after a car accident involving her and another driver on Tuesday
afternoon. Su said she declined to be
taken to a local hospital to be examined for
injuries.

Olympic rally to precede Homecoming game Week of events to
Commwee seeks to rally
support to bring 2012
games to Bay Area
By Therese Bratberg
Daily Staff Writer
Spartan Stadium will host Bay Area
Rallies, an event featuring demonstrations by Bay Area olympians in various sports before the Homecoming
football game against Boise State on
Saturday from noon to 1:30 p.m.
The rally was created in an attempt
to boost the Bay Area’s chances of
becoming the U.S candidate for the

2012 Olympic Games, said Chris
Taylor, founder and managing partner.
"This will be a positive factor to
sway the voters to choose the Bay
Area," he said.
Anne Cribbs, executive director of
the Bay Area Sports Organizing
Committee and a 1960 olympic
swimming gold medalist, will begin
the rally by giving a speech, followed
by five demonstrations in gymnastics,
judo, wrestling, soccer and track and
field, according to Josh Francois, an
SJSU director of marketing.
He said gymnasts will be demonstrating their skills, and track and field
athletes will show aspects of their
sport such as how far the long jump is.
"For judo, there will probably be An

explanation of the sport and where it
comes from," he said.
Francois said 400 olympians live in
the Bay Area, and 15-20 will be
demonstrating their talents at the stadium.
"They are very involved and very
committed," he said.
Taylor said that at least 40 volunteers
from Sao Jose State University, as well
as other Achools, will help out with the
promotion before the game.
Jenny Mitchell, a junior majoring in
computer science, said she decided to
volunteer after hearing about the rally
in the committee newsletter.
"We want to raise pubbc support
and show that the community is
behind it, And we’re behind it," she

address drinking

said.
She said she would be assisting the
BASOC members and help control
the autograph line.
Taylor said 150 volunteers would be
helping out in the halftime ceremony
when a 90-by-130-foot American flag
will be rolled out on the field.
Olympians will also be signing autographs -for students in a hospitality
tent before the football game, he said.
"I hope to see many people in the
stands, he said. "I think people will
have a great time."
Taylor, who came up with the idea of
the rally, said he was hoping it would
get national media coverage so the

By Melinda Latham
Daily Stall Writo
In An effort to educate students
about collegiate drinking norms, San
Jose State University, along with
1,000 other college campuses, is participating in National Collegiate
Awareness
Week
Alcohol
(NCAAW), running until Oct. 25.
Part of the emphasis of the program
is to inform students about true drinking norms at SJSU, said Margaret
Tam, coordinator for the Prevention
&location Program (PEP) at SJS11.

See OLYMPICS, page 5
4

The PEP center, part of the Student
Health Center, educates students on
alcohol abuse, drug abuse and sexual
assault.
"We want to inform students about
what the average usage is. We’re lower
than the national average in schools
comparable to ours," she said, referring to four-year schools with a large
commuter population.
Tam said she believes students have
false assumptioins about campus
drinking. One of the goals of the week
is to change those beliefs, she said.

See ALCOHOL, page 4
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opposingviews:
Should residents be allowed to sell
their parking permits to students?
YES I Why not helpfree up garage
NO I Illegal activity not the
solution for parking woes

spacefor other students to use?

Finding parking here as a pain an the ass.
This is not a new thing - it’s been going on for a long time, and we’ve
all been complaining about it for just as long.
Here we go again...
What has been done in the past to fix things has not worked, and
Another parking situation San Jose State University has to deal with.
whb lcnows if what’s done in the future will work either.
First it was the raise in permit prices, then it was the loss of many neighIn the meantime, why not let downtown residents sell their permits
borhood spaces to city permit parldng, and now it’s the greedy people who
to students?
want us to illegally pay for them.
How we can change things for the better is the ultimate question.
Tallc about a rip-off.
Perhaps the school should knock
It’s been reported that residents purchase
down some buildings at random
these permits for S18.50 and then have the
and build more parking garages, so
nerve to turn around and try to sell their
the univetsity can then accept more
spaces to the students for as much as S140.
students to malce um for the cost
Yeah, you are guaranteed a spot for the
and eventually elevate the parking
whole year. Yeah, you’ll have parking every
problem even more.
day Hey, you may even be on time to class
Residents of the University, South
now, but is it worth it?
University and Horace Mann
Did you know that the reselling of the
neighborhoods have the opportunipermits is illegal?
ty to purchase yearly permits at a
Did you know that the resident would be
cost of S18.50.
restricted from purchasing fiiture permits if
So what if these residents purcaught selling one to a student? Or that
chase the permits for S18.50 and
they will even get their own permits susthen turn around and sell them for
pended?
upwards of S100 why is that so
The whole neighborhood permit issue is
wrong?
frustrating anyway. It now takes up three
As long as the permits are being
areas around campus, but to risk getting
sold to commuting students who
caught for committing an illegal offense is
need them, I don’t see the problem.
just too much, especially for a college stuWhether it’s directed at SJSU or
dent who stresses out enough as it is.
the city of San Jose, it’s about time
What continues to bother me is weekly I
to rage against the machines that
walk through a big area of dirt next to the
charge us S115 per semester for a
Fourth Street garage and the University
permit that doesn’t even guarantee
House. I wonder: Why can’t SJSU pave over
you a spot, or the S35 parking tickthe dirt and extend the Fourth Street
et for being six inches over the linegarage?
marker on the street (even when the
Does anyone have any idea how much
idiot in fix:ant of you parked so
parking that would give the students? Why
crooked you had no choice).
not add five more floors on that dirt area?
With a residential permit, at least
They could then use the new area as
students are guaranteed parking.
teacher parking. That would open up spaces
KRISTINA MENDOZA
I’ve been lucky my LIst couple of
in the 10th Street garage, as well as the
LAURA BUCKINGHAM
years at this school to be able to take
Seventh
Street
parking
structure.
only afternoon classes, thus avoiding
Or what about the soon -to-be old library?
the horrific parking nightmare that students with morning classes face.
Why are we housing more faculty offices in there? Why can’t we make it
I remember the days during my first year at SJSU when I had to leave
into a parking garage?
my house by 7 a.m. to make sure I got a spot in the parking garage,
Or what about the dumb Seventh Street garage?
only to have to sleep or study in my car until my 9:30 class.
Do people not realize that the whole top floor is visibly empty to anyone
Or, there were the days when I wasn’t able get to school hours before
drivinfi on the street? If this is so, why do they put up the stupid "garage
my class started and had to circle the garage for 30 minutes, only to
closed sign. Are you telling me that someone is actually parking there? I was
have the one spot I could finally find be taken by some moron who felt
even denied parking in there when I had another student in the car.
he was "entided" to it because he parked his car by the staiiwell and
What makes me the angriest is the new parking garage being built, on
waited for someone to leave.
Fourth and San Fernando streets.
IfJoe Shmo in the Horace Mann district wants to sell his residential
I was under the impression that since we were allowing the city library to
permit to a student at some horribly marked-up price, let him.
come to our campus, that they were in retum giving us a parking garage to
If that student has the money to pay for it, and it will save him or her
share with the library users.
the hassle of having to get to campus two to three hours before their
But I guess I was mistaken because now I hear that the garage is for city
dass starts, great.
usage, and if students want to park there, they have to pay a daily fee.
So what if it’s illegal and it’s "cheating" the city out of that extra
Why can’t the city of San Jose and SJSU make some type of agreement
money?
where SJSU can park with their SJSU permits in part of the garages?
Chances are, the resident who is selling the permit could use the
They did take our street parking away. You’d think they’d replace it.
extra cash (most of us who attend SJSU are not made of money), and
So now we have to resort to this, being tempted to buy a parking permit on
the student who purchases the permit obviously needs it, so what’s the
the street illegally.
problem?
ILLUSTRATION BY WARREN PAYLADO
I
don’t
Icnow
what
students
can do any more. It’s as if decade after decade the problem persists and is
If you ask me, it’s a win-win situation.
now getting worse.
The way I see it, it’s the same as ticket scalping. Sure it’s illegal, but everyone does it.
What’s going to be next...a huge parlcing garage for just the professors? Just alumni? Just for the
Why can’t this be the case with the permits?
Admissions and Records Office?
Lucky for me, I’m graduating at the end of this semester and will not have to deal with the horWhy don’t they try waking up daily to road rage and disappointment.
rendous parking situation any longer.
Or are we just going to be pushed to break the law because no one will listen.
But for the thousands of commuter students who still will, I say let the downtown residents sell their perDon’t buy that parking permit.
mits...because it doesn’t look like SJSU’s parking problems are going to be solved any time soon.
Trust me; it’s not worth it.
Don’t do something illegal because the school officials won’t listen.
Laura Buckingham is a

"Do people not
realize that the
whole topfloor is
visibly empty to
anyone driving on
the street? If this is
so, why do they put
up the stupid
’garage closed’ sign."

Co-~tu,n,e,ty Ch&st

"What has been
done in the past
to fix things has
not worked, and
who knows if
what’s done in
the future will
work either."
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Spartan Daily StafrWriter

campusvoices

Kristina Mendoza is a
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
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"Yes, because it belongs to
them anyway."

"No, it’d probably cause too
many problems."

’Yes, well ifthey don’t need
the parking, they should be
able to make it available to
students. "

Steven Young

Cindy Nguyen

freshman, undeclared

senior, biochemistry

John Toensfeldt
sophomore, undeclared

Craig Triebold
senior, chernistly

V they want to sell it, I
say go ahead."

"I don’t think anything is
wrong with it. After all
these years oftrouble,
maybe now the residents
can get moneyfor their
permits."

’7Vo, that means students
would be susceptible to
whatever price they would
charge."

Julie Hubbard

junior, philosophy

Lora Hunter
senior, communication studies
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Death penalty laws need to be more consistent
What it the sniper terrorizing Washington D.C. was a
minor? For the killings, would we want the death penalty?
This person shot a 13-year-old boy. Ten people are dead.
Three have been critically wounded. But if the sniper was a
minor, would we be squeamish about trying this person as an
adult and penalizing him or her with the death penalty?
If you’re not sure, you’re not alone.
The Supreme Court is deeply divided about the constitutionality of executing people who killed while they were
minors then had "exceedingly long" waits on death row,
according to an Associated Press story.
The United States is one of the few countries in the world
that allows the death penalty for minors.
Tbirty-eight states allow the death penalty. Of those, 16
prohibit it for those younger than 18 years old.
In all states, the death penalty is prohibited for juveniles
proiecuted in a federal court.
The court has declined to review two capital murder cases
on the subject: one for a man who killed when he was 17 years
old, the other regarding a man who has spent nearly 30 years
on death row.
Isn’t this a violation of our Bill of Rights? I consider it cruel
and unusual punishment to make someone wait more than
three decades in a cell just to wait for the chair. Isn’t dying
enough?
Some Supreme Court justices think so.
Four of the more liberal justices warit the practice of execut-

he realized the man was still breathing during a robbery.
But these people are guilty of murder. Why not kill them
sooner and why the debate?
It seems as though the entire death penalty system is on

ing juvenile offenders explored in continuation of the court’s
review of the constitutionality of certain applications of the
death penalty.
"The practice of executing such offenders is a relic of the
past and is inconsistent with evolving standards of decency in
a civilized society," wrote Justice John Paul Stevens, joined by
Justices David H. Souter, Ruth Bader
Ginsburg and Stephen Breyer.
Justice Clarence Thomas didn’t write in
favor of executing minors, but he said one
prisoner could have "long ago have ended
his ’anxieties and uncertainties’ by submitnng to what the people of Florida have
deemed him to deserve: execution."
Justice Breyer, who %quits the court to
consider the constitutionality of leaving
inmates on death row for extended
amounts of time, said Florida inmate
Charles Foster has spent more than 27
MICHELLE
years in prison. Fosters case was one of
the two the court declined to hear. "If orecuted, Foster, now 55, will have been punished both by death
and also by mc,re than a generation spent in death row’s twilight. It is fairly asked whether such punishment is both
unusual and cruel," Breyer said.
In response, Thomas said the inmate wouldn’t be in this situation had he not slit a man’s throat and cut his spine when

trial.

In recent years, genetic evidence has proved the innocence
of several people on death row. Evidence has also
found that these people were given poor legal
representation.
In Maryland and Illinois all mecutions are on
hold. In Illinois, clemency hearings are in process
for most of the state’s 159 death-row inmates,
according to the Washirigton Post.
The process is controversial and filled with
pleas by inmates and families of the victims.
"Prosecutors and grief-stricken relatives fear
that outgoing Gov. George Ryan will exercise his
right to commute unilaterally all the sentences to
life without parole," the article reported.
JEW
On Oct. 15, six members of the Pueschel family pleaded with the board not to recommend
clemency for Reginald and Jerry Mahaffey, who were convicted of murdering Dean and Jo Ellen Pueschel in 1983 and
leaving their 11 -year-old son for dead.
Richard Dran Pueschel told the board, "I am that little boy
Ricicy. I saw them killing my parents. I saw them. Let
Governor Ryan lcnow [the Mahaffeys] do not deserve mercy."

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for
entries is noon three workin_g days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in
the Spartan Daily office in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209. Space restrictions may require editing
of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
mation contact Robbie Singh at
www.silth.sjsu.edu.

SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
Orientation Leader Recruitment
We’re loolcing for SJSU
Orientation Leaders. Paid leadership position, extensive leadership
training, three units academic credit, priority registration for classes,
and much more. Applications are
now available in the Student Life
Center in the Old Cafeteria build. Deadline is Nov. 1. For more
ormation call 924-5972 or email nsol@emailsjsu.edu.
Department of Nutrition and Food
Science
Try the latest in body fat testing:
Bloaters* Impedance. Tuesdays
from 8, a.m. to 9 a.m. and
Wednesdays from noon to 1 p.m.
in Central Classroom building
Room 221. For more information,
contact Sherry at 206-7599.
’School of Art and Design
The School of Art and Design
will be having student galleries and
art exhibitions through Friday. The
exhibition will run from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. in the Art and Industrial
Studies buildinp. For more information contact Bill or Nicole at
924-4330.
Career Center
There will be an employer presentation by PG&E from 12:30
p.m. to 2 p.m. in the Almaden
room in the Student Union. For
Imore information contact the
Career Resource Center at 924160361.
Career Center
The Career Center is offering
mock-interviews from 12:30 p.m.
to 2:30 p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom. Sign up at the Career
Center. For more information contact the Career Resource Center at
924-6031.
Sikh Students Association of SJSU
Silchism - A Universal View:
Lecture Series Wednesdays
through Dec. 4 from 7:10 p.m. to
9:10 p.m. in the Boccardo Business
Center, Room 106. For more infor-

COUrtS.

Whatever the courts decide, it should be consistent.

MichelleJew is a
Spartan Daily Copy Editor.
Spoiled’ appears Wednesdays.

ANOTHER DIMENTIAN I JONAH PTAK
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Gov. Ryan, who halted executions in Illinois in January
2000, said Illinois’ capital punishment system, which wail
reinstated in 1977, is "fraught with error."
"It WAS almost lilce flipping a coin," Ryan said. "You have to
remember that out of 25 people sentenced to die in this state,
13 were exonerated, arid 12 were executed."
But those in the hearings in Illinois were not juvenile killers.
We’re talking about "Children of the Com" types here.
The term "juvenile" in regards to the death penalty’ is a little
different. To be considered for execution a juvenile has to be
16 or 17 at the time of the crime. He or she also has to have
the mental capacity to understand their situation and what
has been done.
Why is it legal to execute a minor in one court but not
another?
It should be the same across the board. I don’t lcnow if sentencing 16 and 17-year-olds to death is right, but I definitely
think they should be punished.
But if it’s illegal in a federal court, it should be illegal in all

International Programs and
Services
There will be a Study Abroad
information meeting at 3 p.m. in
the Pacheco room in the Student
Union. For more information contact Ali at 924-5931.
International Programs and
Services
There will be a Study Abroad
information meeting at 1 p.m.
Thursday in the Pacheco room in
the Student Union. For more
information contact Ali at 9245931.
Art History Association
Regular meeting of association
from noon to 1 p.m. in the Art
building, Room 110A. For more
information contact Anne
Simonson at 924-4394 or 9244320.
sjspirit.org, University of the Spirit
Effects of meditation on physiology, depression and anxiety. Starts
at noon in SPX, Room 209. For
more information contact Chaplain
Roger at 605-1687.
Phi Alpha Theta
Phi Alpha Theta is having its
weeldy meeting from 3.p.m. to
3:30 p.m. in DMH 134. For more
information contact Paul at 2463062.
Financial Management Association
FMA is having a recruiting event
with National Semiconductor at
4:30 p.m. in the Costonoan room
in the Student Union. For more
information contact Tuan at 6660726.
Counseling Services and Student
Health Center
Healthy Lifestyle Series: feeding
your "other" hungers: Food is not
the problem. From 11:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. in the Health building, Room
208. For more information contact
Jen Styles at 924-6118.
Prevention Education Program
Movie Night showini of
"Requiem for a Dream National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week event. From 8:30
p.m. to 10:30 p.m. in the
Guadalupe room in the Student
Union. For more information contact the PEP Center at 924-5945.

1111.114.

If you’re currently a college senior. a graduate student. or hac graduated
within the last two years. you may be able to drive off with a new 2002
and 2003 Mitsubishi and a S500 rebate. We call it the Mitsubishi
Education Edge Program. You can call it ’leaven. More than iust a
college graduation program, it gives you thc chance to qualify for great
rates. Drive off in a new Mitsubishi (Montero. Montem Sport. Galant,
Diamante. Lancer. or Eclipse) with 0 down. 0 interest and 0 payment for
an entire year. Hurry in to CAPITOL MITSUBISHI today. It’s not like
you need to stop by the bank. For additional information. details, and
pre-qualification please see our website at
WWW.CAPMIT.COM or call (888) 689-3686.
Special finance APR and 000 Program is in lieu of rebates and dealer incentives on
approved credit thru MMCA w/FICO over 700 No payments until 2004 with approved
credit thru IOWA Then 48 months at 5 9% APR Prices do not include any dealer installed options 0% APR tor Customers must take retail stock ancl contrast must be
signed by program end date of October 31s1. 2002 Cannot be combined with any
other financing program Applies to new 2002 and 2003 models Excludes 2003
Outlander Eclipse Spyder qualifies for 210 days No Interest See us for details Umts
subfect to prior sale. Plus government fees and taxes, any finance chews and dealer
document preparatton charge and any omissions testing charge
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Prevention Education Program
National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week promotional
tabling: info on Social Norming,
akohol poisoning and binge drinking. From 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. outside
the Student Union. For more
information contact the PEP center at 924-5945.
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THURSDAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass ’will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
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Orientation Leader Recruitment
We’re looking for SJSU
Orientation Leaders. Paid leadership position, extensive leadership
training, three units academic credit, priority registration for classes,
and much more. Applicationtware
now available in the Student Life
Center in the Old Cafeterialuilding. Deadline is Nov. 1. For more
information call 924-5972 or email nsol@emailsjsu.edu.
School of Art and Design
The School of Art and Design
will be having student galleries and
art exhibitions through-Friday. The
exhibition will run from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. in the Art and Industrial
Studies buildings. For more information contact Bill or Nicole at
924-4330.
International Programs and
Services
There will be a Study Abroad
information meeting at 1 p.m. in
the Pacheco room in the Student
Union. For more information contact Ali at 924-5931.
Counseling Services
Counseling services is having a
general process group from 3 p.m.
to 4:30 p.m. in the Administration
building, Room 201. For more
information contact Kell Fujimoto
at 924-5910.
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Letter I
Thank you from a ’critic’
Dear Editor,
I want to thank you and compliment you on your editorial regarding
student involvement on campus
(Daily, October 10). You had previously reported on this issue, but your
editorial reinforced the problem
quite effectively.
I thought that the editorial made a
very eloquent and heartfelt plea to
your fellow students, trying to
remind them that getting involved is
part of the college experience. One
of the highest purposes a newspaper
can fulfill is to serve as a mechanism
for unifying the community, and I
commend you for doing so.
I am also extremely pleased to
report significant progress. Largelv
thanks to your article, the number ot
students expressing interest in Senate
committees has increased dramatically.
A.S. President Maribel
Martinez has informed me that
abcut a dozen student appointments
will be made soon, and several other
students have expressed interest. It is

THIS IS HOT YOUR
OAR’S RC CAR.

satisfying to see our students nse to
the occasion when called upon. They
will be welcome voices in the governance of this university.
As the chair of the Academic
Senate, I would like to personally
thank the Spartan Daily for its editorial.
I would also like to thank all those
students who have applied for leadership positions.
James Brent
Chair, SJSU f cademic Senate

7 37 ea
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(408) 6167700
I 70 Commercial St
5Unnyvale. CA 940P’
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MICRO R’C CARS
IMPORT TOYS
ANIME GOODS
SPECIAL EVENTS

GRAND OPENING
OCTOBER 26 2002
1350 EL CAMINO REAL
MILLBRAE CA 94030
65(31 871-4910
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for 100

CENTURY
GRAPHICS

DETAILS AT:
WWW.TOKYOTEKKI.COM

www.cgshirts.com

Spartan Football 2002
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Homecoming Game
Vs.
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Boise State
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October 26th, 2:00 PM

OCOTBER SALES EVENT

NO INTEREST NO PAYMENTS
UNTIL 20(14
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Come early and join the
San Francisco Bay Area’s bid to host the 2012 Olympic Games at the

Bay Area Rally for 2012 - Make a Difference
presented by the Bay Area Sports Organizing Committee

Students receive

Enter
student contests:

FREE

- A semester’s tuition given
away at every home game
- Kick a field goal for free
books
- Register to win a Buehl
motorcycle

ADMISSION

and parking
with a Tower Card
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SJSU grad has hand in NASA work ALCOHOL I
even a lose -up of what Jack sees I.
shown in another part of the simulation.
"It costs much less to do a simulation," Gore said, comparing the cost of
performing a simulation on Earth and
the cost of performing a real test in
By Karen imamura
space. Smith, who is responsible for
Daily SteWriter
the hardware and software of the virtual glove box, said that projects previBrian Gore and Jeffrey Smith’s glove ously done in space were not prebox isn’t made to stuff your maps, tire dictable. Incorporating simulations
gauge or car registration into. Theirs is like this one allows researchers to figa virtual glove box designed by the ure out if the project will work before
NASA Ames Research Center for going into space.
astronauts to perform experiments
"It’s an easy and fast way to test
with.
technologies," Smith said.
Gore, who graduated from San Jose
There is also a mock-up model of
State University in 1999 with a mas- the glove box for huinans to use.
ter’s degree in human factors engiAfter putting on a glove that is wired
neering, is working on the project to the glove box and slipping a hand
with Smith, who is deputy director of under a high-resolution screen, a virspace life sciences at the NASA Ames tual representation of the operator’s
Research Center.
hand appears on the screen.
"A glove box is used to contain Controlling the glove controls the
equipment, tools and materials used hand.
for experimental research and is used
The screen that the virtual hand can
to shield people, astronauts and mis- be seen in also contains a sample specsion specialists from unknown imen that an astronaut might work
experimental substances comini on.
from an environment like space,
Using this glove box allows astroGore said.
nauts to practice performing experiEquipment and supplies have been ments on Earth that might one day be
developed to help astronauts work in performed in space.
zero gravity.
Some of the current experiments
Gore and Smith’s challenge is pre- going on in space include research
dicting how people, equipment and in biology and physical science.
supplies will react in zero gravity.
"For example, lighting a candle in
"You always have gravity here, so the space is really interesting," Smith said,
virtual glove box lets us experiment giving an example of a combustion
without gravity," Smith said.
experiment. "Since there is no gravity,
The glove box loolcs Illte a large clear a flame will put itself out."
box, with two round holes on the front
Basic needs for long-term survival in
side, made so that a person can reach space, like food production, is also
inside.
addressed in experiments.
A virtual operator, named Jack, uses
"If you’re trying to grow food in
the glove box to perform experiments. space, how do you get the roots to
Jack’s performances are guided by a grow in the right direction?" Smith
program named MIDAS, which is asked. "Our ultimate goal is to proused to predict human behavior in dif- vide astronauts with surgical opportuferent environments.
nities."
MIDAS stands for Man Machine
Gore first became interested in
Integration Design and Analysis
System, and it was developed by
NASA Ames Research Center, the
U.S. Army and more recently SJSU
for military-related, aviation, nuclear
powerplant research and research
applications, Gore said.
Be an Angel...
Through a simulation process, a virDonate
Eggs!
tual human, Jack, uses the glove box.
The simulation is made to be viewed
If you are 21-30 years old,
with 3-D glasses.
healthy, bright & responsible:
MIDAS makes Jack react as if he
Call Family Fertility Center
was in zero gravity. All of Jack’s
All nationalities needed
responses are measured. The time it
takes him to finish the tasks, the
1-800-939-6886
physical actions his body takes and
Generous Compensation

Virtual glove box
intended to help space
experiment

space research when he realized the
potential that his field of study, human
factors, could have on space research.
Human factors and ergonomics is
the development and design of equipment that allows people to work in a
healthy, comfortable and efficient
manner.
Receiving his bachelor’s degree in
psychology from Qpeen’s University
in Kingston, Ontario, Gore said he
pursued a master’s degree from SJSU
because of the opportunities that followed the degree.
Kevin Corker, director of the graduate program in human factors and
ergonomics at SJSU, described Gore’s
background with NASA.
"He has been working since his thesis days in human performance modeling for NASA and has co-investigated seVeral research grants with me
and supported by NASA," Corker
said.
"I think San Jose State prepared me
pretty well," Gore said. "Kevin Corker
is really good; he’s incredibly inspirational.
Using the glove box to house and
practice these experiments is the cutting edge of technology, Gore said.
Gore gives credit to SJSU for some
of the needed experience to work on
this project.
"Technologies like the virtual
glove box have been designed to
augment the astronauts’ current
training schedules and to reduce
training time, streamline the
process and reduce the number of
live specimens revired for preparatory experiments, Gore said. "I do
not think I could have received this
training through other universities."

continuedfrom page I
"We want to correct misconceptions
about alcohol usage," she said.
Some students said that stereotypes
existed about drinking and college
students. Steve Miller, a freshman art
major, said society erroneously
believes that college students and
drinking go hand in hand.
"It’s like college students drink and
party all the time," he said. "Society
only sees the bad stuff"
Lori Lowman, a senior majoring in
liberal arts, said that she did not
believe drinking at SJSU was a big
issue.
"I haven’t really been exposed to it
being a problem," she said.
Events this week started with a
"College Alcohol Feud" on Monday,
pitting teams of students against each
other in a "Family Feud" style game.
The teams gave answers to questions
like "What is the best cure for a hangover?"
Tam said the ’answers had been
gathered from a survey of. 1(X) SISU
students.

College consumption examined

‘1t’s like college
students drink and
party all the time.
Society only sees the
bad stuff’’
Steve Miller,
freshman art student
On Tuesday night, a "DUI Seminar"
in Washburn Hall covered drinking
and driving. The seminar was held in
collaboration with the University
Police Department.
Other upcoming events include a
movie night, featuring the 2000 film
’Requiem for a Dream" which will
examine effects of drugs and alcohol,
and a "mocktail" party at Spartan
Village on Friday, which will serve
nonalcoholic cocktails, Tam said.

Noonerz Spiced Up

Homecoming Week
come check out these
two great live acts!

Valley.Fine
Nails
Superior Quality
Gel Silk Acrylic
/ Manicures Pedicures
’ Airbrush Nail Design
We Use Real Gel Not Powder
M-F: 10-7 SAT: 9-5
We look forward to seeing you.
Location: 2910 STEVENS CREEK BLVD. B206
(across from Bank of America at Valley Falr)
10% Discount
or One Free Gift
(please bring coupon)

PEP student educators help out at
the events during the week. Nancy
Castro, A sophomore advertising
major, said that student educators
present information about alcohol,
drugs and sexual awareness to the
campus population.
"VVe’re all working together as a
team to help put on the events and
bring them to the rest of the students
on campus," she said.
The SJSU Prevention Education
Program (PEP) has designed activities for the week to emphasize personal responsibility in alcohol consumption, according to information
from PEP
"I hope that awareness is
increased and that they are presented with the facts and make good
choices when it comes to drinking,
so they don’t endanger themselves,"
Castro said.
She also encouraged students to
gain knowledge from the week’s
events.
"Get whatever information you find
useful," she said. "If not for yourself,
get it for someone else."

The Nina
Storey Band
Wednesday, Oct. 23rd
Noon - lpm
Student Union
Amphitheatre

Moodfrye
Tuesday, Oct. 22nd
Noon - lpm
7th Street Plaza
Encore Evening Concert
8pm - llpm
Student Union

noon concert
.01.S PEC1A L ’unded, conceived of
’ produced by
#iivEVENTS and
Associated Students.
SJSU

Math Teachers
I
;Ak. L.’

Griz-211/41)

For more information
on becoming a teacher, contact
CalTeach - your one -stop information,
recruitment and referral service for
individuals considering or pursuing
a teaching career.

CalTeach can help you explore this
exciting career, provide information
about current incentives and benefits,
assist you in understanding the
credentialing process and, once you
become credentialed, direct you to
the teacher recruitment centers for
job placements.

Make the difference
of a lifetime. Teach.
Call 1-888-CALTEACH
(225-8322) or visit
www.calteach.com

\
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Make the difference

CSU Office of the Chancellor
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OLYMPICS I

Troops say anthrax vaccine was the
reason they left military service

Rally,

demonstrations to take placce
continuedfrom page 1
a
:s

U.S. Olympic Committee would see
the support and choose the Bay Area
for the 2012 Olympics.
The committee will make their
decision, which currently stands
between New York and the Bay Area,
seven days after the rally on Nov. 2,
Taylor said.
The rally is a cooperative effort
between BASOC and SJSU, and
both sides are providing resources
in various ways, according to
Taylor.
Taylor, a 1981 SJSU graduate, said

the rally would be positive for the
Spartan football team as well.
"I want to see the football team succeed," he said. "This is a celebration of
sports."
Other olympic rallies will also be
held in San Francisco’s Union
Square from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. and at
Oakland’s Jack London Square
from 1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. on
Saturday.
Taylor encouraged students to
attend the Homecoming event.
"Anyone interested in the student
bodz should come out to the stadium, he said.

Highly
WASHINGTON (AP)
trained and experienced pilots and aews
in the Air National Guard and Air Force
Reserve are leaving or have left military
service in part because of the Pentagons
anthrax vaccine, congressional investigators say in a report released Tuesday.
Randomly selected guard and reserve
troops surveyed in 2000 by the General
Accounting Office also reported
adverse reactions to the vaccine at double the rate claimed by the manufacturer, BioPort Corp., the GAO said.
Military members who have left represent some of the most experienced
and highly trained individuals in the
Air National Guard and Air Force
Reserve "and are people not easily
replaced," the GAO said.
"While many factors can and do influence an individual’s decision to participate in the military, a significant number
of pilot and air crew members cited the
required mandatory anthrax immunization as a key reason for reducing their
participation or leaving the military
altogether in 2000," the GAO said.
The GAO recommended that
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld
require a surveillance program to
monitor problems with the vaccine.
The program should ensure complete

HERITAGE I c
roups
t,

promote campus actzvzty
continuedfrom page 1
One way of doing that is by supporting the football team, students said.
"We go to the football games," said
Nai Saephanh, a freshman. "People
are dressed up for it. They’re high
spirited."
Spencer said the campus community was different than he expected.
"When I was first applying here,
somebody told me there was going to
be a party every day, and they’re going
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to be crackin’," Spencer said. "They
I ied."
Campus organizations are aimed
at the same type of people consistently when a larger portion of the
student body should be included, he
said. Different activities could be
planned to highlight people’s varied
interests.
"The activities they have are usually
mixers or parties. Some people migbt
want to play chess or they might want
to learn how to double Dutch,"
Spencer said.

and appropriate treatment and followup for those who experience problems
or who may have them in the future,
the auditors said.
In a response included with the
report, the Defense Department disagreed with the GAO’s recommendation and some of its findings. Reginald
J. Brown, assistant secretary of the
Army, cited a National Academy of
Sceinces report that concluded there
was no data that pointed to the need
for a monitoring program. Brown also
said the GAO’s findings on rates of
separation by pilots were not supported
by data from the Defense Manpower
Data Center and the GAO did not
consider normal tumover rates.
The GAO mailed 1,253 surveys in
May 2000 and received 843 responses,
with 833 providing useful information. The surveys were developed with
the help of pilots and other aircrew
members of the Air National Guard
and Air Force Reserve.
The survey was conducted at the
request of Rep. Dan Burton, R-Ind.,
chairman of the House Government
Reform Committee.
"Anthrax is a serious threat that our
soldiers might t’ace on the battlefield.
At the same time, this vaccine has

been controversial, and it has caused
serious reactions in some individuals,"
Burton said in a’news release.
Anthrax is an acute infectious disease
caused by spore-forming bacteria. Five
people were killed in last year’s anthrax
attacks by mail. It is considered to be a
possible biological weapon that could
be used against U.S. troops.
Hundreds of thousands of U.S.
troops have received vaccines to protect them against anthrax, particularly
during the Persian Gulf War. After a
long pause in the inoculation program, the pace of vaccinations was
accelerated last month, officials said.
Some veterans and researchers believe
the vaccine is partly responsible for illnesses reported by Gulf War veterans.
According to the GAO survey,
between September 1998 and
September 2000, about 16 percent of
guard and reserve pilots and air crew
had moved to inactive status, left the
military or transferred to another unit

- mostly nonflying positions to avoid
or delay receiving anthrax shots.
About 18 percent of those in or
assigned to a unit indicated they planed
to leave in the near funue. The GAO
said both groups ranked the anthrax
vaccine as a key factor in their decision.
About 45 percent said they would
consider returning if the anthrax
immunization were voluntary.
The GAO estimated that about 37
percent of the service members surveyed
had received one or more anthrax shots
as of September 2000. Of those, 85 percent reported experiencing some sort of
reaction, far higher than the 30 percent
claimed by the vaccine manufacturer.
Each shot generated an average of
four or more reported reactions, some
that could have negative effects on the
service member’s job, the GAO said.
The GAO said it found two DOD
studies of the vaccine, one in Korea
and one in Hawaii, that reported similar reaction rates.
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THE SAN JOSE COMEDY
THEATER 6- RESTAURANT
kin XAV
IS LOOKING FOR HARD WORKING, ENERGETIC,
FUN LOVING AND EXCITING PEOPLE !!

Authentic Mexican Food

APPLY IN PERSON
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Come On In
Try Something
Healthy
& Fresh...
at Our New
C,)
Location!

*Tortas
* Juices
0 * Breakfast
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Torto
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BEGINNING OCTOBER I4TH
3:00 PM- 8:00 PM
98 SOUTH SECOND STREET
CORNER OF SECOND AND SAN FERNANDO STREET
OPENING NOVEMBER 7, 2002
POSITIONS AVAILABLE: LINE COOKS, COCKTAIL
SERVERS, WAIT STAFF, BARTENDERS,
SOUND & LIGHT ENGINEERS.

505 E. San Carlos St. (408) 971-2568
(Corner of 11 St. Close to San Jose State)
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NCAA changes Angels take Game Three without longball
requirements for
student-athletes
SAN FRANCISCO
Bell Park
pumped.
Tony Bennett serenaded the crowd
with his sigriature song, Willie Mays
threw out the first ball and Barry Bonds
even hit another huge home run.
If only the Angels had left their bats
and hearts in Anaheim.
Relentless again at the plate and on

was

INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
lie
NCAA wants to change eligibility
requirements for incoming studentathletes by lowering the emphasis on
standardized tests and increasing the
weight of classroom work.
In a sweeping package of academic
reforms approved Tuesday, the
Management Council increased the
number of core courses high school
students must take and extended the
"sliding scale" that helps determine
freshmen eligibility.
Student-athletes must now score at
least 820 on the SATs, but the
changes would allow freshmen to
become eligible with lower test
scores with a higher corresponding GPA. The minimum GPA of
2.0 in core courses remains
unchanged although high school
students would now have to complete 14 core courses, one more than
the current rule.
If approved by the NCAA’s Board
of Directors on Oct. 31, the changes
would take effect next year.
"We now have the best research
data ever available to us, in terms of
predicting success, during the first
two years of college," said Percy
Bates, the council’s chairman. "That
research clearly indicates that the
number of core courses, and the performance in those courses, are the
best predictor of college success."
The change. has been discussed
since January, when the NCAA
released data showing that students
with higher GPAs fare better in college than those with higher test
scores.
The council had discussed the proposed changes at its meetings in
April and August but did not act
until Tuesday.
As part of the reform package, the
council approved other changes that
would increase the worldoad to
remain eligitile while attending colCollege students would have to
accrue 24 semester hours before
entering their second academic year,
while maintaining a minimum load
of 18 hours each academic year and

SIX

flours per term.

Progress toward college graduation
also would have to come at a quicker
pace. Current rules require four-year
students to complete 25 percent ot
their credits each year, but the proposal would increase that to 40 percent after one year, 60 percent after
the second year and 80 percent after
the third year.
Indiana University President Myles
Brand said he agreed with the
reforms earlier this month when he
was selected as the new NCAA president. Brand will succeed Cedric
Dempsey in January.
Bates said the new requirements
will help the NCAA reach its goal of
achieving higher graduation rates for
student-athletes, rather than just
allowing athletes to maintain their
eligibility.
"For the first time ever, we are
addressing in one legislative package
the entire academic experience ot
student-athletes, from high school
performance through college graduation," Bates said.
The council also gave initial
approval to new rules for football
practices.
The proposals would require a
strength or conditioning coach certified in CPR to attend voluntary
weight training or summer conditioning drills.
It also would allow prospects who
have signed, but have not yet started
taking classes, to participate in summer conditioning following a medical examination.
Those changes came after the
deaths of Eraste Autin, an incoming
freshman at Florida, and Rashidi
Wheeler, a Northwestern player,
who died during voluntary workouts
in the summer of 2001.
Preseason drills Aso would be
affected. Teams can practice only
once a day on the first five days of
fall practice. Players could wear only
helmets the first two days, helmets
and shoulder pads the next two days
and full pads the fifth day.
Two-a-days would not be permitted on consecutive days.

Giants-Angels

2002
World Series
the bases, Scott Spiezio and the Angels
trampled the San Francisco Giants 104Tuesday night to take a 2-1 lead in the
World Series.
"We’re doing the little things it takes
to win games. That’s why we’re here,"
Spiezio said.
Spiezio drove in three runs, Darin
Erstad had three hits and Anaheim battered Livan I lemandez, the postseason
ace who recently boasted, "I never lose
in October."
The Angels became the first team in
history to bat around in consecu-

tive innings, with a flood of hits, walks
and steals making it 8-1 in the fourth.
And suddenly, the lines at the wine
stands and garlic fries counter got a litde longer. This party, San Franciscostyle, was all but over for the 42,707
fans. Even the vy who climbed the
mast ola sailboat bobbing in McCovey
Cove beyond the right-field wall soon
was gone.
The Angels finished with 16 hits in
keeping up a familiar pattem. They’ve
lost the opener in all three of their postseason series this year, then didn’t lose
again.
"We’ve been through tough times
before," Erstad said. "We have it rolling
right now."
A disappointing night for the Giants,
who joined in listening to Bennett sini
"I Left My Heart in San Francisco
from the mound before the first pitch.
Bonds did his best, becoming the first
player to homer in his first three Series
games. His 437-foot, two-nui shot to
center field ciune in the fifth, the same
inning Rich Aurilia connected for the
Giants, but only made it 8-4.
Bonds set a postseason record with his
seventh home run and also drew two
more walks.
With 13 homers already, Anaheim
and San Francisco are only four short of
the record for any Series. The long balls
are sure to fiirther increase speculation

that juiced balls are being used commissioner Bud Selig insists it’s not so
but the Angels proved little ball works
just tine, too.
"We scored a lot of runs today and we
didn’t hit any home runs. We have a lot
of guys that are gap hitters," Spiezio
said.
Every Angels starter except winning
pitcher Ramon Ortiz got a hit. No DH,
no worry. And they coasted despite setting a nine-inning Series record by leaving 15 runners on base.
Hernandez was chased after 3 2-3
innings, the worst start of a glittery
postseason career that had seen him go
6-0. Instead, he looked like the pitcher
who tied for the NI, lead in losses,
which he did with 16.
Now, John Lackey will start for the
Angels in Game 4 Wednesday night.
He’ll be pitching on his 24th birthday
ainst IGrk Rueter.
e fans were ready for fun from the
stiu-t as Pacific Bell hosted its first Series
game. After Bennett sang the city’s
favorite song, Mays threw out the ball
to Bonds, his godson.
The Angels scored four times in third
and four more in the fourth for an 8-1
lead. Spiezio, who dyed Angel red
streaks into his hair and goatee before
Game 1, was in the middle of both big
innings.
After an error by sure-handed third

QB on life support, La Verne cancels next game
.1ssociated Pres,

weekend.
"Our players and coaching staff are
LA VERNE The University of not yet ready to participate in a comLa Verne canceled its game sched- petitive event at this time," La Verne
uled for Saturday against Azusa- athletic director Jim Paschal said
Pacific because of the serious injury Tuesday.
to quarterback Rollie Dykstra last
Azusa-Pacific officials readily agreed

to call off the game. It will not be
rescheduled.
Dykstra remained on life support
after suffering a head injury in a helmet-to-helmet collision during La
Verne’s game last Saturday against the
University of Redlands.

baseman David Bell paved the way in
the third, Spiral lined a two-run triple
to the deepest part of the field. The ball
rolled to the 421 -foot mark at the oddly
angled comer in right-center field, and
a really fast runner might’ve had a
chance at the first Series inside-thepark homer since Mule Haas of the
Philadelphia Athletics did it in 1929.
I lemandez was pulled after Garret
Anderson’s RBI grounder in the fourth,
set up when the Angels alertly pulled a
double steal as the Giants’ infield overshifted to the right side.
The Angels poured it on with hits
reliever Jay
and off
against
Witasick. Spiezio pulled a ball to right,
Adam Kennedy hit a liner off
Witasick’s right elbow and Bengie
Molina delivered Anaheim’s third
straight RBI single.
David Eckstein hit an RBI single in
the sixth and the Angels added a run in
the eighth when the Giants botched a
comebacker
Benito Santiago gave San Francisco a
1-0 le-ad in the first with a slow groundout. The Angels intentionally walked
Bonds with one out and runners at first
and third to bring up Santiago.

San Jose State
University has a
"New" Kind
of Campus Living!
University I lousing Services has
tented a nuntber

or aparinielits at

the Esplanade for Sari Jose State
University seurients of Junior senior
and graduate status.

firm,/

mac

.

Todd

’These are brand-new, modern

full kitchens (incl.dishwashers)
and access to two pools. Shutt I.

www.macsalon.com

service to campus provided
This h a nen wav

15% off all products and services for students.
Call for appointment.

terathigh

Sponsored by SJSU Chapter tne American Indian Science
and Engineenng Suclet y and funded by the Associeted
Students The we.s expressed herein ere those of the
campus organization and ere nett necessarily those pi
Associated Students FIN MOM edam:atm corned
AIRS tt 4011.956.626 or 0,seessionstmsiissis

aparttnents ss it h washer, and
dryers in each unit. vulk in closet,.

salon

Native Nericans in the Arts
Art Exhibit
rbt-moic-Ftetzli-7tialty
Saturcl,ay November 2", 2002
4,11 SZSiTe-1Miusl,

Limited space is MI/ available.

48 south first st.
san jose, ca 95113
408.287.2294

To take advantage of this
New Living Opportunity,
*
please call
,1111.014 M it.

an1

Ial

1-1

to live "on" campus.

408-92461GO

Or visit us online at:
http //housing sisu edu/udades.sUn

it it’s all about commitment,
hatl work, dedication and desire,
it /S all about the love of the game

December 18,

2002

Ladd -Peebles Stadium
Mobile, Alabama

G AC
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SERVICES
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Volleyball team readies for conference giant Hawai’i
By Daniel Lopez
Dasly Staff Writer

ference opponents by sweeping them
in three games.
Returning from a road trip that
The San Jose State University resulted in the end of a five-match
women’s volleyball team has another win streak, the Spartans lost to the
challenge this season; they will face University of Nevada Saturday. The
the undefeated University of Hawai’i Spartans hit the road again to take
on Thursday in Honolulu.
on the 2001 WAC champs. SJSU
In the 2002 season, the Spartans lost to Hawai’i in last year’s WAC
have worked past many issues championship match.
including a lack of confidence, posi"Bring it on," said Spartan outside
tion changes and an unexplainable hitter Stephanie Pascucci about the
slump. Having moved past the nega- challenge.
tive aspects, the Spartans hold a
PaSCUCCi said that the game plan
record of 10-10 overall and 4-2 in for taking on Hawai’i would be to
conference.
not get frustrated and clever stop
fighting. She added that a slow start
SPARTAN VOLLEYBALL
would hurt the Spartans because she
doesn’t see any weak moments in
Hawai’i’s play.
Head volleyball coach Craig
Choate said the SJSU team goes into
the match as "obvious underdogs."
NOTEBOOK
He added that his team would play a
strong match.
A cold start against Hawai’i will
Choate also said the match would
not be the same as playing from serve as a check for the Spartans to
behind against any other Western see if they can play with the top
Athletic Conference opponent.
teams in the nation.
Hawai’i’s head volleyball coach
With a pattern of cold starts that
David Shoji said his team would goes back to previous years, Choate
look to jump on the Spartans early. said it is something the Spartans
He added that opponents become can’t do against Hawai’i. Choate
demoralized when Hawai’i gets up noted that his team has never given
on them.
up for an entire match.
Shoji said that with two matches
Spartan outside hitter Liz Hudson
against Notre Dame on Monday and said she looked forward to the match.
Tuesday, he feared a letdown and
"We have nothing to lose but
fatigue.
everything to gain. We are the
"It’s a dangerous match to over- underdogs."
look. We are not talcing it lightly at
When posed with the question of
all," Shoji said.
what a loss at Hawail would do to
This season, no opponent from the the Spartans in their second match
WAC has scored more than 24 Saturday at Boise State University,
points in a game against the she said, "We can’t give up and die."
Rainbow Wahine. Hawai’i is 5-0 in
Thursday’s game is scheduled for 7
the WAC and has beat all of its con- p.m.

FROM THE

BACK ROW

RYAN BALBUENA

STAFF

Liz Hudson, a San Jose State University middle blacker, set the volleyball to one of her teammates during the second game against the
University of Nevada - Reno, on Saturday at the Virginia Street Gym in Reno, Nev. The Spartans lost the match to the Wolf Pack, 3-1.

Sharks sign Nabokov to 2-year deal Death of local player undetermined
Associated Press

SAN JOSE
Goalie Evgeni
Nabokov agreed to a two-year contract with the San Jose Sharks on
Tuesday, ending his holdout after
five games.
Nabokov, the Sharks’ career victories leader with 71 over his first two
NHL seasons, sat out all of training
camp while seeking a dramatic
increase from the $575,000 he

earned last season. Financial terms of
his new deal weren’t immediately
disclosed.
Without him, the Sharks have
struggled to a 1-4 start. Nabokov’s
backups, Miikka Kiprusoff and Vesa
Toskala, have a combined 4.77 goalsagainst average, which ranks nextto-last in the NHL.
Nabokov, who is from Kazakstan,
won the Calder Trophy in 2001 as
the NHL’s roolcie of the year.

He was third in the league last sea
son with 37 victories and finished
fourth in voting for the Vezina
Trophy. He had seven shutouts
tied for second-most in the league
while helping the Sharks win
their first Pacific Division title and
reach the Western Conference semifinals.
The 27-year-old Nabokov had a
2.20 goals-against average and a .918
save percentage last season.

"It’s very hard for us," his mother,
Jerlean Williams, said Monday. "We
did want to at least know what it
was."
Toxicology tests done for drugs or
alcohol came back negative, and a
heart examination found no outstanding causes for Williams’ death,
said coroner’s deputy AI Burt.
Williams collapsed and could not
be revived after colliding with a

Associated Press

MARTINEZ An autopsy has
not been able to determine what
caused a 19-year-old Diablo Valley
College football player to collapse
and die during practice in August.
The Contra Costa County coroner’s office ruled the cause of James
Williams’ Aug. 19 death "undetermined."

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
classified@jmc.sjsu.edu

CI,ASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General

LIFEGUARDS, Instructional Life
Guards & Aquatic Specialists, in
San Jose. Monday-Friday, PT.
Call Jacob 295-0228. Resume:
730 Empey Way, San Jose
95128 or fax: 408-275-9858.
ACTIVITY AIDE, PT/benefits to
work with children ages 13-22
w/developmental disabilities in
San Jose, Monday - Friday, PT.
$9.78/hr. Call Ron Haiog
408-295-0228. Resume: 730
Empey Way, San Jose 95128 or
fax: 408-275-9858.

THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
BARTENDERS NEEDED
is now hiring for the following
positions: Servers. Greeters & immediately! Earn up to $300
per day. No experience
Bookkeeper. Great benefits and
flexible hours. Apply in person necessary. Training provided.
at: 51 N. San Pedro, San Jose. Call 1-866-291-1884 ext. U203.

PSYCHOLOGY OR SOCIAL
WORK MAJORS:
HOPE Services, a non-profit
agency which offers a variety of
quality services for adults with
developmental disabilities, is
seeking motivated. enthusiastic
people to work in our Supported
Living department. You will be
providing the support a person
with a disability needs to realize
his or her dream of independence. We have the following
opportunities:
COMPANION: Assist clients
with daily living skills. such as
grocery shopping. P/T. $10/hour
Must have own transportation.
LIVE-IN CAREGIVER: You
will receive free rent in
exchange for being available 5
overnights and providing 10
hours/week training with client.
Experience is preferred.
Contact: Tony at 408-282-0485
or tbandermann Ohopeservices
for more information. All majors
are welcome. To learn more
about HOPE. visit our website
at www.hopeservices.Org.

WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls. hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule Must have clean
DMV Lots of fun & eam good
money. Call 408-867-7275.
STUDENT WORK $10 Start
PT/FT. Sales & Marketing - We
TUTOR NEEDED to teach a Train. Bonus & Commissions.
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY child who has language and Rec. Msg. 408-830-9367.
social skills delayed. Training
Student Friendly - Will Train
All Shifts Open Grave Bonus will be provided. 6-8 hrs/wk. HELP GIRLS GROW STRONG
$13/hr. Call Kim 408-276-3633 while you grow your skill poitfolio.
408-247- 4827
or 408-263-9218.
After-school positions available for
COCKTAILERS / SERVERS
talented and energetic individuals.
TEACHERS / INSTRUCTORS Visit our web site at:
South First Billiards
Apply in Person
P/T instructors. elem schools. www.girlscoutsofscc.org to find out
420 S First St San Jose
Degree/Cred. NOT Required. about current opportunities. EOE.
Oppty for teaching exp. Need car.
Girl Scouts.
BARTENDER Trainees Needed VM 408-287-4170 x 408 ECIBVIE
Where Girls Grow Strong.
$250/day potensai Local pompons
1-800-293-3985 ext 559
VALET PARKERS - Part-time,
evenings & weekends in Los
Gatos and Saratoga Must .be
neat in appearance with good
customer service skills Must be
able to drive a 5 speed and
have a valid CDL Immediate
opening & flexible schedules
tips
available. Eam $7-$8/hr
Please call 408-364-0240
Golden Gate Valet

GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat
Must be reliable. honest. able to
do physical work. Prefer exp
working w/ dogs. but will train
Great oppty for dog lover. Can
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
Call 371-9115.

51,000’S WEEKLY/I Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses Fr11 P’T Make
$800. weekly. guaranteed’
Free supplies For details. send
1 stamp to N-28. PMB 552.
12021 Wilshire Bl.
Los Angeles. CA 90025
Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or add
information.
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that when making
these further contacts. they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or service*.
In addition readers should
carefully investigate all firma
offering employment listings
or coupon* for discount
vacations or merchandise

SHARED HOUSING

Filiiin6o5a61

PHN :
FAX:

EVENTS

Advertise The Daily Classifieds’ Advertise -he Daiiy Ciassitieds’
Advertise - The Daily Classifieds, Advertise The Daily Classifieds’
NEEDA ROOMMATE? 3bd/3ba FREE CONCERT! Laura Twelves. Advertise -171e DailY Classifieds’ Advertise The Daily Classifieds’
Apt. Pref male. $450/mo. Close soprano. will present a student
to Lt rail, 85/87. 408-225-3019 recttal, Sunday, October 27th
at 7:30pm SJSU Concert Hall.
SO SJ RMS $450 or $350/mo
Util incl. F only. No sm/drVdru,
DELIVERY DRIVERS
ref req. Kelly @513-2513 x 6447
Party rental business.
SMILE CHOiCE DENTAL PLAN
Perfect tor students,
ROOM IN NICE OUIET HOME. (includes
cosmetic) $69.00 per
Earn $250 every weekend!
Berryessa. FREE DSL, Cable. year. Save
30% - 60%. For info
ACROSS
Must have reliable truck or van Fridge. No Sm/Drug. $530/mo
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
call
14300-655-3225
or
1 Elizabethan collar
Heavy lifting is required.
Uitl $350 dep 408-729-0403_
www.studentdental.com or
5 Silly person
408-292-7876.
www.goldenwestdental.com
10
Painter
LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE?
Salvador
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
Advertise in Classifieds!
14 Leer
mailing our circulars. Free inforThe Spartan Daily
15 Takes the bus
mation. Call 203-683-0258
16 Skip
00GA-BOOGA STICKS!
17 Insult
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
$38 00
Part-time work available with
18 Put on guard
Just
in
time
for
Halloween’
19 Airport exit
flexible hours (5-30 hours/week) 2 BDRM / 1 BA condo for rent, See at oogaboogasticks.com
Blossom Hill. near Oakridge Mall
20 Most tomatoes
Internships possible
Buy at 747 N 13th St
0120
11011110
Covered garage. laundry area &
MENA
All majors may apply
22
Deeper
408-295-9146
OnEla
24 Trendy meat
Scholarships awarded annually pool. $1500/mo includes partial
utilities.
Near
Light
Rail.
Hwy
85.
25 Solver s cry
Some conditions apply
shopping, restaurants Move in
26 Broom partner
Start at 17.25 BASE - appt.
000
OMU
bonus Call 408-691-0853
30 Agenda
Eam $85 - $500 per week
PROFESSIONAL
34 66 and 1-80
Gain valuable experience in
"FREE/FIRST
MONTH
RENT**
Hagman
WORD PROCESSING
35 Actor
customer service & sales
Extra large. newly remodeled. Have your theses. term papers. 37 Epic
No experience necessary
2 bdrrn/1 bath & 2 bdrrn 2 full bath group projects. etc profession- 38 Dune buggy kin
0000 gang0 MEM
Extensive training provided
apts. $1099/month and up Also. ally typed APA a specialty. 39 Stooge wIth bangs , 6,v
Endorsed by National
c 2002 Jrvic reature srocate Inc
3 bdrrn/2 bath apt $1199 & up Experienced & dependable. 40 Uproar
Academic Advisory Board
4 Unusual pets
monster
10am -4pm Will work with you on deposit. Almaden/Branham area. Call 41 Submissive
Call 615-1500
43 Threatens
5 SIOW
’www.workforstudents.com/sjsu 2 blocks from SJSU Water‘Trash Linda for an appointment at 43 Gauge’
paid Parking avail Washer Dner
6 Fixes a squeak
44 Less certain
(408) 264-4504.
45 Fodder storage
co site. Cats OK Well managed
7 Poetic tribute
45 Chic
46 Decked out
student bldg 401:1-’l7B-140d
48 More clever
8 Vassal
47 Brynner of
9 Sea inlet
"Westworld"
50 Pantyhose ruiner
LOOKING TO BUY A HOME.
10 Military IDs (2
49 Actress
PREGNANT? Need help? Call 51 Declare
need a loan. or refinancing? Call
wds )
Wray
BIRTHRIGHT, 408-241-8444 or 52 Wood finish
Noah Levy. Senior Mortgage
11 Far East nanny 52 Train tor the
56 Horizon
Consultant w/United American GET FREE HAIRCUT AT TOP 800-550-4900. Free/Confidential. 60 Horseback sport
ring
12 Lo -cal
SJ
SALON.
Call
408-984-8288
Mortgage 925-803-6850 ext 243
61
13 Via Appia
pants
53 Yard tool
www salon -salon com
63 Pagoda figure
21 Bratty kid
54 Nobelist
Wiesel
64 *Get rear (2 wds ) 23 Sorority letter
65 Overact
26 Acting class
55 Rough it
66 Make watertight
27 Unqualified
56 Tquana Ms
57 Toon light bulb
67 Coral formation
28 Cut off
F
N
ATIONAL / AGENC1 RAMS CALI.
58 Actor
68 Primitive weapon
29 Appointed
Beery
59 She. in Seville
69 Merry sound
30 Peacocks do rt
31 Diameter
(hyph )
62 "The Bells"
halves
author
32 Nimble
DOWN
1 Hashanah
33 Stately home
36 Compost
2 Uke gargoyles
3 Botch
42 "Frankenstein"

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

SERVICES

CICICIEI UP1128B13 FAIME821
0000 ONDIEU DOMM
012100 111211111;10 MIllkil
00000001511A 00000
P10111
DOA
OUROMMIO OBOODIAU
WM0013 OURIA IRICIWEI
121MUCI EIMBIAM
UPIOUNICIO Offl000120
mougin OMUMCIDWOU
12101013 111121115313 SCHOU
1E01313 IJOBEID OMMO

FOR SALE

RMIALHOUSING

WORD PROCESSING

REAL ESTATE

HEALTH & BEAUTY

ANNOUNCEMENTS

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

408-924-3277

jscs6tildirj 5to (3m–:Irs pLitirnsanbLe3twsraols

GET PAID For Your Opinions
Eam $15-$125 per survey!
iivivw.dollars4opinions.com
P/T, UP TO $20/HR. preparing
mailings. No selling. Flexible
hours. Call 626-821-4035.

SANTA CLARA COUNTY Registrar of Voters. Poll workers
needed for the Nov. 5th election.
Compensation is $85-$115/day.
Contact William Tran at
408-299-2694x2060 or email
William.Tran rov.co.scl.ca.us

teammate.
He had a physical exam earlier this
year, before playing.
The
5 -foot-8,
180-pound
Williams was a linebacker at
McClymonds High School in
Oaldand, from which he graduated
in 2000.
He was on the Oakland All-City
team in 1999 after leading the team
in sacks.

)
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum

Name

One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Day
Days
Days
Days Days
3 lines
$5
59
$11
$13
$7
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad.
Rate increases $2 for each additional day.

City & Siete

Please check
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d

.

6

5

r

ll

0

0

11

12

13

6

..

/

one classification:

Address

Rental Housing
Lost and Found*
Shared Housing
_ Announcements
Real Estate
Ftene
_Campus Clubs
Services
Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted) _Greek Messages
MMtENCYDAMOUNM
Health’Beauty
_Events
20 consecutive issues receive 10% off.
Spartan Daily Classifieds
40 consecutive issues receive 20% off
_ISponsurtratincTherills
_Volunteers
San Jose State University
50 consecutive issues receive 25% off
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
__For Sale
Local rates apply lo Santa Clsra County advertleers
_Entertainment
Electronics
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
and SJSU students, staff facully.
_ Travel
Wanted
Deadline
10 00 a m two weekdays before publication.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
MI All ads are prepaid
No refunds on canceled ads
_Tutoring
Employment
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per
Rates for consecutivepublication dates only
__Word Processing
Opportunities
ad charge of $3 per word
? QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 2 5% OFF - Fiate applies to private party ads only. no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in Di3H 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
* Lost 8 Found ads are offered tree as a service to the campus community
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You’re SO ready for IBM

. ,
PROP 47 I met canto
some opposition

trying to improve Facilities and lceep up
with the dramatic enrollment growth.
The CSU Chancellor Charles B.
Alok Tilavat, a software engineering
Reed said it would be a "disaster" if junior, said SJSU is an old campus and
the proposition is not passed, Potes- buildings such as Dudley Moorehead
Fellow said.
Hall are aging.
"This is the only way the CSU sysTilavat mentioned an incident in
tem has to fund construction," she which a teacher had to switch from
said. "The state does not provide using pro,ectors in class to slides
funds for construction."
because the department couldn’t hanIf this does not pass, Potes-Fellow dle the cost anymore.
said the schools will go for years with"This is a major setback in my major
out new construction and instead will where everything is interactive," said
have aging facilities for education.
Tilavat.
She said if people consider that the
However, opponents of Prop.47,
CSU system had 21,000 more stu- such as Sen. William J. "Pete" Knight,
dents than last year and the facilities said California has been assigned the
that already exist are not enough, then third lowest credit rating in the counthey "will know how badly we need it." try and thus should be careful of takThe CSU system is expected to get ing on more debt.
3496 million under the bond, accordSen. Knight said, if passed, the bond
ing to Potes-Fellow and the California does not encourage inunediate construcofficial voter information guide.
tion and schools with the neediest kids
SJSU is allocated a total of 134, aren’t even obligated to begirt building a
736,000 under Prop. 47, Potes-Fellow single school for SIX and a half years.
said. More than 819. 6 million is
He said they can reserve bond
expected to go to the renovation of money by simply stating an "intent" to
Clark Library, where new instruction- build a school without needing to
al space and faculty and administra- draw plans, complete an environmentive offices will be built, said Sylvia tal impact study, even identify an
Hutchinson, public affairs officer at approvable site. He also said the Los
SJSU and Potes-Fellow.
Angeles Unified School District is eliThe new Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. gible for over 24 percent of the conLibrary will have more 88 million for struction funds even though it
furniture and equipment including accounts for only 12 percent of the
electronic, local area and book pro- state’s student population.
cessing equipment, both Potes-Fellow
However, proponents of Prop. 47 i
and Hutchinson said.
said every district including the Los
In addition, 17,008,000 Will go to Angeles Unified School District will I
the update of the campus telecommu- not get more than Its fair share of ’
nications network, including cabling funds, classroom construction and
between and within facilities and for renovation can begin immediately if
improved access to computing net- the proposition passes and the State
work services and more extensive Treasurer rTorts California’s credit
improvement of campus generated rating as healthy.
video programming, they said.
Mihael Dayeh, an international
Janet Redding, assistant to President business senior, said the public school
Robert Caret for governmental affairs system definitely needs any help they
and external relations, said if the can get financially.
proposition does not pass, these projHe said, hpwever, that most of the
ects will be delayed.
facilities are adequate considering it is
Redding said the bond is the only way a commuter school, and people just
to get funds, and the campus is always attend class and go home. He said he

continuedfrom page 1

thinks the school will be able to handle an increase in enrollment tOr some
time although parking and academic
facilities like computer laboratories
need to be improved.
Prop. 47 is supported by California
Teacher’s Association, the California
State PTA and Taxpayers for
Accountability and Better Schools.
Opponents of Prop. 47 are Sen.
ICnight, the Howard Jarvis Taxpayer’s
Association and National Tax
Limitation Committee.
The bond would be paid by state
revenue over 30 years and would not
increase current taxes or create new
ones. The revenue derived from the
sale of the bonds will be used solely
for construction and renovation and
cannot be used for salaries and administrative facilities.
Both Gov. Gray Davis and Bill
Simon, the candidates for the post of
governor of California, endorse
Proposition 47.
Anahita Mazdiyassni, a computer
science senior, said she would like to
see facilities at SJSU to be improved.
"We need more classrooms, bigger
classrooms," Mazdiyassni said. "Too
many students, not enough rooms, not
enough teachers."

House of
Humor

8S S

SYMPOSIUM ON
LEADING TECHNOLOGIES
11111COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING --WEEKLY FALL 2002 SERIES
Title: Language description :111,1 Leigilage processing

Theme: Information Technology.
Date: Thursday, October 24

Lotfi Zadeh
Professor, Computer Science Division
University of California, Berkeley

DANIELLE GILLETT / DAILY STAFF

Ken White, who works in software services for e -business, gave a talk Tuesday on how IBM
software and hardware are helping run eBay. White was a guest speaker for the IBM
University Day.

San Jose Statel
vs.
Boise State

Location ENG 189 College of Ellis
Time: iz:o0pm - 1:00pm

For more information, call or email: Ahmed Hambaba, PhD,
Computer Engineering Department, (408) 924 3959, hambabagpsjsu.edu

Wigs
Hats
Theatrical Makeup
Magic
Adult Novelties
Gag Jokes
Infants to Adults
Sizes XS - XXL
842 W El Camino Real
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
Phone (408) 616-001 6
Fax (408) 616-001

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE NOW

Spartan Stadium
2:00 PM
Free giveaways to the first
2000 students entering the
stadium.Just show your
SJSU student I.D.
Wear Blue and Gold!

Homecoming 2002

Leadership Today
creating community in a diverse work/

January 7-10, 2003

San Jose State University
Schedule of Events

Oct.21
thru
Oct.26

Monday,Oct.21

Tuesday, Oct. 22

VVednesday, Oct. 23 Thursday,Ckt.24

lUdt Off NCI

111113/Greek Olympics
II am
7th Stier! Plas,
1.001WIt Caftan:

Homecoming Activities
I prr /pm
San ( arIns
NOOMKS Concert:
Nina Storey
I Ion 1pm
Amph,thealw

Darn I pm
Beg Pa Area
Greet Week

Kick Off Nally

Moodtry
12tnn ’Prn

Opm 7.30pm
Student Union

Tug," War (MVO

hlocullrye reocorel

4prn /pm
Hoover lawn

Show your Spartan
Pride! Come and
participate in
the week long
celebration!

7th Street Plaza
Concert -

Nock the Vote Concert

8prn I pm
Student Onion

I ’arn loin
Student Union

Volleyball Challenge
111114A1

Bowling IIMPIA1
Oprn
?

I torn
( enter

4prn 7pm
FlotsvPt [Awn

N.C. Court Presentation
sod Italy
30arn I prn
ArnphutwaPe

C.anthrel Pundreber

50 SJSU students
4 days + 3 nights (no cost)

call 914 5954 tor info
5pm 845pm
Ballroom

belay (NINA)
4pcn 7prn
Hoover Lawn

gain lifelong leadership skills
connect and create new friendships
return with memories that will last forever

Friday October 25 Saturday, Oct. 26 (Gamerldy)
ikon Clectinning
I I aro Sprn
Ith Street Plan

Showcase tee LoomIng
urn
E rent Center
A.S. Tollgate
AN Ituilerns Welcome!

PregernetHelfmne Scents
Sand, Homecoming KAU
Announcement
Olympk Athlete Reny

11.30ent
StAtliyITI, East Lot

Free Shuttle Sus to Stadium
for Slit) Studerds end
Showcase Attendees:
Starts I I SO.,w
Oistiait Duncan Da(

Barn

Shoorcome Ter lannting
lprn Sprn
Event Center

Golden Grad Itionlon
Oats of 1992
Fairmont 1,40

Panda
12pm

Ilus Decanting

From Spartan VON,’

/pm

to Tailgate Ants
llomocorning Gem
2prn Optn
Stadium

Outude Resident

Halls

1

11

:A

111:1/–

1

Student Life Center (Old Cafeteria Building),
Mosaic (3rd floor Student Union), Student Union
Information Center, Student Services C,enter, and
Residence Hall Offices
APPLY TODAY!
Deadline November 1 @ 5pm

Student Pain,
Wag*
09411riftts krib State
, Athletics

>VS
ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS
41,4,.
/Olt Starr WI ’,COS tv

h.
411,1

SI ale

QUESTIONS?
Contact Con Miller at 924 5963

I

purpose:
to empower students
to positively and
effectively build our
community around
issues of diversity

